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Some elementary tests for mixtures of discrete distribution

by

J. Tiago de Oliveira

The problems dealt with in this paper arose in the

following context.

It is known, in some paleontological problems, that the

distribution of some countable (meristic) characteristics

of neighboring biological species, isolated in well-defined

geographical areas, have some fixed (or stable) distribution.

In some cases, however, the analysis of the frequency

polygon seemed to suggest the existence of a mixture of two

populations and the test in 3) was devised for the purpose of

deciding about the hypothesis of the mixture.

After, some of the results were extended.

1. Introduction

Let P = (pi) and Q = (qi) be discrete distributions with
!i

the same discrete support 9 = (Xi), which is a subset of the

real line, and let X be a random variable whose (discret*0
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distribution is the mixture (W, 1 - W) (0 K - K 1) of the

distributions P and Q, called the components; some of the

values pi or qi may be zero.

As it is very difficult to work out explicitly the best

tests (and estimators) for the existence of the mixture (that

is, the hypothesis that t 4 0, 1) we will develop some (quick)

tests with a lower efficiency (non-evaluated). The tests we

will study are btsed in the first moments of some random

variable, dependent on the random variable X as it is usual

(Rider, 1961). The technique followed is connected with some

previous results of Tiago de Oliveira (1960).

Let, then, g(x) be some function whose domain of definition

contains the support 9 and such that it has mean values and

variances relative to P and Q, denoted respectively by pp,

oLQ, aP and a . The new random variable Y = g(X) has, then

the following mean and variance

"° "e I



M(Y) = Wv 4 + (3.-iv ±

v(Y) = W +2 j + (1 02 Q+ 2 ~i 1-i)(Pp~

As it is well known (Cramer, 1946) if is the k-th moment

of Y and

Mn = 1. Z y is the k-th sample moment,
Mk

(n)

/ (1k) - pk) is a random variable with an asymp-

totically normal distribution with zero mean and variance

2()L,. - pn and the random pair (,/n (Mkn)- i), , (Mlin)_-

is asymptotically normally distributed with zero means,

2 an
variances u2k - k and ;121 - I and covariance +-

2. Components fully known: Let's suppose that the components

P and Q are fully known and finite. The fact that

,(n)_

a + (¢-W 2) + 2W(l-W)ýPtI Q) 2

is an asymptotically normal random variable with zero mean
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and unit variance suggests the use of

M (n)-

n
I.Lp

of an estimator of w, because the values 4, , 2 a nd a,
'IQ Q

are knoen as a consequence of the full knowledge of P and Q0

The asymptotic variance of w is, then,

(be2 + (a-v) f i tr-+ 2W a,)n. (• )2

and, consequently, to obtain the maximui discrimination we

would choose the function g(x) such that the values

would lead to a minimum variance whatever may be the value of

w. This suggests the use of a function of such that

S n )2 a IQ) a mxi••

As we can make a linear transfortstion of the values y±

without altering the result, which is invariant for these



transformations, we can impose then

2

CQ 0

as condition equations and, -then search the values Yiwhich

maximize t.

The technique of the Lagrange multipliers leads to the

solution

i c(li" Y)p -i qj
P qi + Y pi

i 1

where a,, y are determined bV" the- condition equations

SPi Yi (z PiYi2

Z qiyi 0

2" qiyi 2 =1

2it "Ls easy to see that Z piyi = . and a A +y. As a will be

determined from the condition equations except for the sign

.5,
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we can always choose a such that P = plyi > 0

In the greater part of the problen-the effective deter-

mination of the yi by the solution of the 3 (condition)

equations on a, f, y is a difficult one. In these cases

we will only choose the yi such that

2  a2 = 1 and
5 Q

•P -0 = 0

which is always possible.

Once determined or chosen the valuesof yi we can proceed

to the test. As = 0 or w, = 1 we know that /,/ (M,()- p)

are asymptotically no.,mal with zero mean and unit variance,

the values N(n4) tend to concentrate around It 0 or ýp > 0

according to w= 0 ot w = 1. Let's fix then an asymptotic level

of significance e and take X• uch that

1e 1 21 , - -=_
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and act as follosis:

I)x 0.f. w e will accept the hypothesis fu

2) if 4 n) >• - we will accept te hypothesis -"

3) if < y < -p we will accept the hypothesis

of tthe existence of a mixture; steps ].) and 2) led to the-]

r-ejection of this hypothesio

Let's denote by V (1(wi v)ad th-e probe.-

billtie6 of the decislons 1), 2) and 3) if the mixture i4s

RM(n)- ,
(w~1 -w). We hiaveQ~ i

.,• + 2,,(1..,44 "" + 2,(1-.-w)i"(') prob 2w1-wZn1

L 25
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and (n . n P )(w) - and Passing to the

limit, we obtain

:1im~jOo P 1- p, (n) ~(w) 0 if W ;&

1.1m ~ Ltp~l) ((.0) =0 if w~ 1

rn• = )irn = , .rn = 1 if w 4 0, 1
n~ 3 3 ~ npoC

The test leading to the solution of the trilenna is then a

con.s itent one with the asymptotic level l for the hypotheses

W= 0 and W = l1o

It is evident tbat the same, technique may be applied

even if we don't have random variables but only random attributes'

giving to each attribute whose pair. of probabilities is (Ri,9i)

the value y= g(xL)"

SM•(n)

Implicitly we have shmn that n) - is an estimator

of w. Other estimators nmy also be obtained. The maximum like-

lihood and Minim•un X2 methods are AUnworkable. The minimum
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method leads to the estimator

q iqi(-pi)-
i _ _ _

(qi-pi)ý2

where N' are the number of observations with the value y or

the attribute with probabilities (pQi q,). As some of the Ni

may be zero we can use as a substitute the estimator

qi(qi-pi)
* i~ Ni~4l

i Nj

As -- • i + (l°).)qL we know (Cramer (,1946)) that

- qi( Pl-pi)

n (qiP ),2

showing that Wn is an estimato' converging in probability)

of w. As the N /n are asymptoti.cailly normal the same happens

i_
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to Wn; its mean value is asymptotically w and its variance

is a cumbersome one.

3. The translation mixture case: We shall suppose, now, that

the discrete components (finite orenumerable) P and Q have

the probabilities of the form

Pi = q(i - 9p) and q- cp(i -eQ)

where the outcomes zIre equally spaced and so that for simplicity

we suppose Rto be the set of the integers; cp(n) is a function

such that

2 r (n)= 1 and q(n) >,0

and we will suppose, also, that

M= Z n (n) and

a2 = Z n2 ,p(n) - p2

exist (and are known). in the sequel we will need also the

existence of the 4th moment. Then we have

M(x) = P + M OP + (l-W) O0

V(x) = a2 + 2w(l-w) (OP - 0 )2
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As the variance increases with the mixture we will use as a

test statistic the variance of the sample S2 the test willS~n'

be one--sided. As the asymptotic distribution of

S2 
- V(x)

/P2+2) Vnx)

is a normal one with zero mean and unit variance ( 4
(P 2 3

112

denoting the kurtosis or excess coefficient) we will reject

the hypothesis of mixture, on the asymptotic level of significance

e, if

S2  _ 2

and accept it if

S 2  a2

,/- n > ' (02 + 2)0 denoting

denoting the kurtosis coefficient of (p(n).

The probability of rejection of the hypothesis of

mixture is then, for the mixture (W, 1 -

n (w) prob {s~ 2 K 2 + x

n n
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for w = 0 or., = 1 we have

im Pn (O) = lur Pn (1) 1 1 - e
n:*o n=*a

and if w•4 0 we obtain

lim Pn (W) = 0

the test is then a consistent one.

In concrete cases, such as the biological problems of

meristic characteristics, we can use the past experience to

obtain a "scheme" of the values of rP (n) and then apply this

technique.

4. Poisson mixtures: Let now X and X be the parameters of

two Poisson components of a mixture; 9 is the set of non-newative

2
integers. As = X= and p X0=O=A we have

14(x) = Xo + (,L-wj) N~

v(x) - XP + (1-W) A + 2w(1lw)(N- A )2

We have then', V(x) = M(x) if w =0 or o = 1 and V(x) > M(x) if

w • , 1 . This suggests, as a test statistic, the difference
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between the sample variance and mean and, also, the use of

a one-sided test.

Whatever may be ,o we have

M(S 2 Mn) = 2,2(-L,)(?p - )
n nQ

2 b 1,)P, Q )
n n n ; for = 0 or w =1, the

function b(W, 7'P xQ) reduces to b(A) = 1 - 2 /X + 3A .

The asymptotic distribution of

S2n _ Mn
,(- _R_____

is normal with zero mean and unit variance.

As for the hypothesis (t) 0 or (n = 1, b reduces to

b(A).. and an estimator of ?A (or .Q) is the sample mean Mn,

b(Mn) is an estimator of b(N) cowing to the continuity of

(Cramer, 1946),and the asymptotic distribution of

S2 2
n n

is also normal with zero mean and unit variance.
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The one-sided test is then the following:

reject the hypothesis of mixture if

Xe

and accept it if

S2 M X
Sn Mn > / n (M)

The probability of rejection of the hypothesis of mixture

is then

Pn (W) =prob {S2 -M n (jn) }

and by the asymptotic norxmality referred we see that

urn Pn (0) r lnm Pn(1) 1 -
n~a* wo-

and

lrm P(,) = 0 w U 0, 1.

which shows the consistency of the test.
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